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Executive Summary 

 

Unfortunately the S&P500 didn’t reach our anticipated SPX2005-1995 zone for a better low risk/ high reward long 

entry. Such is the name of the game: anticipate, monitor, adjust. We don’t make the market; we interpret it to the 

best of our knowledge.  

We track three different counts: two impulsive, one corrective and at some point in time (weeks to months from 

now); the market will tell us which one was ultimately correct. We simple can’t know which count is the correct one 

beforehand. Nobody can; the market is all about probabilities. 

Moving forward we see the market topping in either the SPX2090-2100 or 2105-2110 zone, depending on if the 

minor 4 we’re tracking off the SPX2088 high has already completed or not. We anticipate it to target a 15-20p 

pullback in the form of a zigzag and so far it has given us 12p. With a dip into oversold territory on the hourly RSI5 

at that low, it could have been enough technical damage. A break above SPX2088 will target the latter zone. A dip 

below 2076, down to SPX2065ish is possible, would then target the former zone.  

Using the COMPQ for form we see a target zone of 5007-5025, which would translate to SPX2100-2120.  

Market breadth is barely positive, and also suggestive of a last wave up.  

An alternative count is that a larger 4th wave is still unfolding with SPX2088 as a b-wave high, given there are so far 

only 3 waves up off the SPX2034 low, but we see that as a low probability. A trade below SPX2060, without making 

a higher high above SPX2088 first will, however, confirm this possibility and refocus to the SXPX2005-1995 target 

zone. 
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Elliot wave update 

The hourly chart of the S&P500 shows the 3 different counts we track; in order of preverence: 

 Impulse up (red intermediate i,ii,iii,iv; with v underway): 40% 

 Corrective up (red intermediate a,b, gray a,b, green a,b, blue a,b, with c underway): 30% 

 Impulse up (red intermediate i,ii; green minor 1,2; gray minute i-v, green minor 3,4; with 5 underway): 30% 

These are objectively analayzed the 3 possible counts the market deals with. Remember, the market is all about 

possibilities and NEVER has only 1 count opperative; it always keeps its options open. What we can see is that price 

is in the blue uptrendchannel and price hit the convergence with the green trendline on Thursday to the T, and then 

started to go sideways/down. The RSI5 became oversold and price bounced. On Thursday we expected ~15-20p 

pullback and so far this is tracking along well, with already 12p since the 2088 new uptrend high. Cont’d next page. 

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: the 3 different counts we are tracking. 
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Zooming in, we count the advance off the SPX2034 low as minor 1,2,3 with minor 4 underway. Since in this count 

minor 2 was flat we expect minor 4 to be a zigzag. So far the decline off the SPX 2088 high was 2078-2083-2076 and 

could have been sufficient for all of 4: upper left “4?”. In the case minor 4 is still ongoing we count the SPX2076 low 

as minute a, with minute b now underway, to be followed by minute c down to the lower right “4?”. That’s where 

4=2 at SPX2065ish.  

Figure 2. SPX 60min chart: tracking the last wave up?! 

 

If all of minor 4 is in then minor 5 should target between SPX2105-2110. If minor 4 is still underway, then we expect 

minor 5 to target SPX2090-2100. 

 

An alternate possibility is that the SPX2088 high was a c-wave high of a larger b-wave of a still ongoing intermediate 

iv wave, which would still drop to the SPX2004-1994 region. A trade below SPX2060 without making a new high 

above SPX2088 first, will confirm this count as there were in that case then only 3 waves up to SPX2088. Of course it 

could also mean major b topped with the last wave only being 3 waves. But, given that all internal/larger waves of 

the current advance off the SPX1810 low made in February consisted of 5 smaller waves we find this possibility 

however less likely. 
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Market update. 

Let’s take a look at the COMPQ daily chart for a change. We see negative divergence on the RSI5, but all other TIs 

are still pointing up and in buy mode. As with the QQQ we see there’s still some room left to fill the January open 

gap and the late December gap. For now we’ll focus on the former. In that case, price still has about 70p to go (1.4%); 

it’s also where 13=1; similarly to when 9=1, and thus a likely relationship. On the SPX that translates to SPX2110; 

right in the aforementioned target zone.  

Figure 3. COMPQ daily chart. TIs pointing up, Price above 20d SMA, negative divergence on RSI5.   
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The weekly COMPQ chart shows price finding support at the 50w SMA and weekly pivot. Next target is the red 

descending trend line, now at $5025. All TIs are still pointing up, wanting to see higher prices. That’s all there is to 

it. 

Figure 4. COMPQ weekly chart: All TIs pointing up, next target red descending trendline 
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The weekly SPX line chart (closing prices), shows price managed to break above the green ascending trendline, and 

is now heading for the upper edge of the purple box, right at SPX2090. A break above will target the next S/R zone 

(blue box). There are many trendlines we can draw from the 2015 weekly closes, but that will only produce clutter. 

We are certain one of those lines will provide enough resistance, but it be a bit of a guess which. As such we simple 

focus on the S/R zones. KISS! 

Figure 5. SPX weekly line chart: next target 2090 
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Market breadth 

After dipping negative for a few days, market breadth re-emerged and has been slightly positive over the past few 

days. The red boxes show the similarities between now and November last year. 5th waves are often characterized 

by low market breadth and this appears to be no exception, given the current counts we are tracking. Of course 

breadth can re-surge again, that’s certainly possible especially given how surprisingly strong this rally has been. But, 

for now we still have the SPXSI sell signal to contend us with.  

Figure 7. Market breadth re-emerged, but only slightly positive. SI sell signal remains 
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